CATEGORIZED ROME ATTRACTIONS LIST

Pizza
- Name: La Boccaccia
  - Notes: Favorite Pizza by the Slice
  - Address: Trastevere and across the street from hotel
- Name: Da li Cochi a Trastevere
  - Notes: Paninis are pretty good here, and are named after members of the Rome soccer team. Famous for the 2.50 EUR sliced pizza.
  - Address: Via della Scala, 73 ROMA, 00153 Rome, Italy
- Name: Pizzeria Ai Marmi
  - Notes: Best Calzone in Rome
  - Address: Viale Trastevere 53, 00153 Rome, Italy (Trastevere)

Restaurants
- Name: Ostaria Del Moro da Tony
  - Notes: The bigger the group you go with, the larger the discount you will get. Famous for the Chicken Parm.
  - Address: Vicolo del Cinque, 36, 00153 Rome, Italy

Parks
- Name: Villa Doria Pamphili
  - Notes: Largest park in Rome, normally completely ignored by study abroad students
  - Address: Via di San Pancrazio, 00164 Roma, Italy
- Name: Giardino Degli Aranci (orange Garden)
  - Notes: Best sunset view in Rome. On the Aventine hill. Be sure to check out the church of S. Sabina next door (door to church from the 4th century, top left panel is one of the oldest artistic depictions of the crucifixion in the world), and the keyhole of Malta next door to S. Sabina. All three locations are completely ignored by most study abroad students and tourists.
  - Address: Next door to Church of S. Sabina in Rome. Church address is Piazza Pietro D'Illiria, 1, Roma, Italy

Bars
- Name: Books Bar
  - Notes: Favorite bar in Rome. The bartender's name is Gianni. He does not speak English. If you go to the bar with the RA's who speak Italian he will be excited, use them to translate, and you will have a great time. The bar is also a book store, with awesome seating underground in what used to be a cave.
  - Address: No website – next door to Da li Cochi a Trastevere (above in Pizza section)